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1. Title of section [The paper must have at least a main section of discussion, in 

between introduction and conclusions. A separate presentation of methodology and 

results or findings is encouraged, but not mandatory, being the responsibility of the 

author(s) to present a structure as clear as possible for the paper. In case there are 

subchapters, these should be numbered [i.e. 1.1, 1.1.1, etc.]] 

 
1.1. Lorem Ipsum 

Susana Paiva refers on the “contrast” [put quotation marks when referring to works 

published within other works] section in the 1 1⁄3 issue of scopio Magazine [use italic 

when referring works published independently and not chapters within other works] 

that “There’s no place for beauty in contemporary art, says the photographer”1. lorem 

ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem 

                                                                                                                                        
Paiva, Susava. "sweet sorrow ballad." In scopio , by Pedro Neto, 82. Porto: Cityscopio - Associação 
Cultural, 2013. 
 



 

Paiva also points out that “Old billboards, prostitutes, political propaganda, ruins and 

chaos are perfect ingredients for an avid camera, committed to construct a dramatic 

portrait of one of the most touristic portuguese landscapes”2. [Quotes: Observe 

´Chicago Style´ format style when using footnotes]  

 
Fig.1 
 
[Figures (images, drawing, or photography) are allowed in the paper, being these subtitled at the 

bottom of the page, as exemplified here. The archive of the image should be identified and numbered 

[Fig. 1] and the archive of the subtitle of that image should be identified and numbered in accord with 

the identification of the image [Subtitle 1]. The text of the subtitle should fill, whenever possible, to the 

following fields: Author, Title of the Figure, Title of the Project, Location, Date, Dimensions, 

Technology, Print Type, Contributions, Other Credits, such as indicated in the example of this article. 

Whenever there are figures in the paper, it is recommended (but not mandatory) that these are 

separated from the text, occupying an independent page.]  
 

[Fig. 1] [Helvetica 10, horizontally aligned to the smallest margin of the paper] [Subtitle 1] Author, Title 

of the Figure, Title of the Project, Location, Date, Dimensions, Technology, Print Type, Contributions, 

Other Credits 

  
                                                                                                                                        
2 Ibid [Use this expression when the present footnote references the exact same source as the 
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[In the category “board” are the tables that, instead, are subtitled above (watch 

exemple of Board below).] 

Board with a list of questions to elaborate territorial matters I 

1. Container and content  
 - a descriptor of spacial organization 
 - a narrative device about the placement of things in space 

- a matrix (where to create and produce something; where something more or less 
explicit and known that regulates and organizes rules and codes is defined) 

 - a descriptive code of patterns, shapes and limits 
- a device of explanation and production of meaning  

  2. Spacial location system   
 - GPS  
 - far, near; extension; area of influence 
 - variation according to attributes, taxonomies and lists  
3. A board of regulation  
 - vital territory 
 - ecossystems and territoriality  
 - political and administrative geography, sovereignty  
 - territory and power; borders (the “province”, the “region”, the “city”…) 

 

 

Conclusion 
The conclusion should present a synthesis capable of summarizing the essential and 

communicate in the clearest way possible the body and the argument of the paper, 

presenting the most important points of view.  
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- To submit your paper, please separate your manuscript and save to the 
following file types: 
 
a) body of text - from Introduction to end of Literature Cited - (.docx) 
b) tables (each table is an individual file, in .docx) 
c) figures (each figure is an individual image file: GIF, PNG, or JPG) 

 

- 3 cm margins on the top and left, and 2 cm on the right and bottom, applied to 

all pages of the paper; 

 



 

- Normal line spacing is 1,5, except on footnotes and bibliography. In those two 

instances, we use single-space and there should be a blank line separating 

each paragraph; 

 
- In all the instances that the present paragraph of the paper contains distinct 

information from the one contained in the previous paragraph (for exemple: 

title and author name), they should be separated by a blank line; 

 
- The author of the paper is responsible for authorizing the reproduction of all 

the contents of his/her work.  
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